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By DAN HOCKENSMITH
News Editor
Following a two-month performance review. Student Government President David
Kirkhart avoided being placed on constitutional probation Sunday.
SO Student Assembly members voted 5l in favor of placing Kirkhart on probation
— one vote short of the constitutional majority needed to enact the motion. Three
members abstained from voting.
A 2/3 affirmative vote of the Assembly is
required to place a member on probation,
according to Article VIII of the SG constitution.
Had the measure passed, Kirkhart would
have been required to meet with Student
Trustee Kim Covert on a weekly basis for a
two-week period to inform her of his activities and attendance at meetings.
The SG constitution provides for a second two-week review; SG members whose
performance is deemed inappropriate at either review may be disciplined or removed
from office.
College of Engineering and Computer
Science Rep. Sue Seitz introduced the motion to vote on probation based on a recommendation from a committee of SG assembly and cabinet members. The committee
reviewed Kirkhart following several presidential absences from governance committee and WSU presidential search committee
Student Government President David
meetings.
Kirkhart said he has no problems feeling
he is doing his job; he expressed willingness sembly voted on recommendations made by
to undergo review if the Assembly should so the committee without benefit of constitutional guidelines.
choose in the future.
Meriwether said she supports a revampBefore the vote. Kirkhart an wered questions about the committee's agenda from ing of the SG constitution to deal with presidential
performance questions.
LaShawne Meriwether, representative for
In other business, the Assembly decided
the College of Science and Mathematics.
"My problem was that the (Kirkhart re- to form committees to publicize SG efforts
view) committee did not bring any formal to change the structure and form of student
criteria to the Assembly to vote upon." faculty evaluations.
Three committees were formed: public,
Meriwether said. Meriwether, a member of
the review committee who abstained from chaired by SG Public Relations Director
voting on the probation motion, said Marcella Harshbarger; residential. College
Kirkhart's absences were not specifically of Education and Human Services Rep. Jencovered in the SG constitution, so the As- nifer Jones; faculty. School of Nursing Rep.

Kirkhart.
Patty Betz.
"We have two issues: changing the evaluations and getting students and faculty interested (in the faculty evaluations process),"
Kirkhart said.
"It docs give a message to students... that
SG's not just out there talking about it." said
SG Vice President Toby Pinkcrton.
Student Assembly public meeting times
changed. The Assembly voted 6-2 on a motion by Meriwether to hold meetings on
Fridays at 4:15 p.m. Kirkhart said the Assembly will meet in the main conference
lounge in the Administrative Wing of Allyn
Hall, except Feb. 12 and March 5.
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NEWS

Nontraditional student wins memorial scholarship
By ANTHONY SHOEMAKER
Spccial Writer

photo by Mark Wells

Linda Ann Slenger received a $500 scholarship.

school she hopes to go into practice with senior citizens, or as she
likes to call them, "seasoned citi•ate junior Linda Ann zens".
Su
cently chosen as the
Stenger said she plans to speak
199 !
nient of the Ellen up for senior citizens' rights; she
Wic,
icrger Scholarship wants to help the elderly receive
forSoci
rk.
their entitlements and the funds
In addition to her social work that she feels they have earned.
major, Stenger is also working on
"I plan to join committees and
completing WSU's gerontology speak up forour seasoned citizens,"
certification program.
Stenger said.
"I didn't know anything about
Stenger hopes to maintain her
the scholarship." Stenger said. "I 3.7 GPA through her last year at
was very surprised. I feltextremely WSU so she can apply for an accelhonored."
erated master's degree.
Stenger said she plans to graduStenger said her husband Tom
ate in June 1995 and move on to would like to see her go on and earn
continue her education.
a Ph.D., but she isn't quite sure if
She said she hopes to pursue she wants to go that far.
social work master's degree proThe 49-year-old Dayton resigrams at The Ohio State Univer- dent moved from Jackson, Mich.,
sity, University of Louisville or in 1978.
Western Michigan University,
She has four children and six
where she has family.
grandchildren.
Once she completes graduate
Stenger was involved with par-

3SSA .

THEFT
Jan. 14: Bridget Johnson.
Fairborn, reported the theft of
her purse and contents (estimated value $37.25) from Allyn Hall.
Jan. 15: Nutter Center
staffer Robert Hinshaw told
Public Safety several juveniles
tried to pay admission to the
open recreation desk at the same
time. After the juveniles left.

Hinshaw discovered $10 missing
from the desk cash box.
Jan. 20: Sports Information Director Bob Noss reported a Radio
Shack Grid 1720 laptop computer,
a Canon BB J 10 E portable printer
and computer cables stolen from
the Nutter Center arena. Total value
of the missing items was estimated
as $2,205.
Steve Piatt, Fairborn, told an
off"ccr a portable electronic dictionary was taken from his Laurel

Hall dorm room.
T E L E P H O N E HARASSMENT
Jan. 20: A Springwood Lane
resident, 20, told WSU police she
received several calls from a man
whose voice she did not recognize.
According to a Public Safety report. the caller referred to the
woman by name and made sexual
comments during the calls.
A 20-year-old Hickory Hall

ents' advisory councils in the public schools and volunteered at the
Kettering Convalescence Center.
She dropped out of high school in
1963, but returned in 1970 to receive her diploma.
Wiedemann-Berger, an assistant professor of social work at
WSU, died in 1980 following an
automobile accident. Her parents
Earnest and Mary Wiedemann established the scholarship.
The scholarship recipient is
chosen by Philip Engle, chair of
the Social Work Department, and
other members of the department.
According to the award
agreement.the department looks
for a social work major who demonstrated honesty and personal
integrity and looks for a professional social work career following graduation.
Kindness, cheerfulness and
unselfish caring for others are
listed as requirements.

»
man reported receiving several harassing phone calls a day from an
unidentified caller. In addition the
resident told WSU police a taxicab
was dispatched to his room.

Jan. 15:NutterCenterstaffer
Russ Breckler told Public Safety
someone damaged towel and
soapdispcnscrsand signs in firstand third-floor restrooms.

C R I M I N A L DAMAGING

DISORDERLY CONDUCT

Jan. 15: Jeramy May. a Fairborn resident, reported someone
broke the passenger window of his
1990Chevrolet Beretta in an Allyn
Hall parking lot.
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

Jan. 15: WSU police responded to a report of a domestic
disturbance on the third floor of
Oak Hall. No further information was available at press time.

Meetings & E v e n t s
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 26
• UCB Coffeehouse, 7 p.m..
Rathskeller.
• Writing Center workshop:
"Turabian Documentation." 2
p.m. For more information call
873-4186.
• Biological Sciences seminar: "Bioavailability of Organic
contaminants from Sediment,"
11 a.m., 103 Biological Sciences. Refreshments will be
served at 10:50 a.m. The guest
speaker will be Dr. Peter
Landrum from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory.
• Center for Teaching and
Learning seminar: "Introduction to Multimedia," 3:30 p.m.,

068 Rike Hall.

Also shown Jan. 29. The cost for
$1.50 for WSU students. $2.50 for
WSU faculty and staff and $3 for
the general public. Anyone dress• LIBNET Instruction-Health ing in 1970s attire gets a discount.
• Center for Teaching and
Science Resources, 2 p.m.,
Fordham Health Sciences Library. Learning seminar: "Getting Started
• Wright State Organization for With Multimedia," 3 p.m.. 054 Rike
Women: "Caring for the Elderly Hall.
• Biochemistry and Molecular
and/or Terminally 111 Family: The
Challenge of Being in the Sand- Biology seminar, 11:30 a.m.. 035
Medical
Sciences. The speaker will
wich Generation," noon, Univerbe Dr. Michael Boska of WSU
sity Center Cafeteria.
• Writing Center workshop: Magnetic Resonance Lab.
• Tabernacle Baptist Church:
"MLA Format," 4 p.m. For more
National Conference on the Future
information call 873-4186.
Shape
of Black Religion. 6:30 p.m.
• TFL Seminar: Aerobic Activities." noon. 240 Nutter Center. welcome and choral selections.
7:15 p.m. featured speaker, 9 p.m.
reception. Featured speaker: Dr.
FRIDAY, JAN. 28
Gayraud Wilmore.
• UCB Cinema: Saturday Night
SATURDAY, JAN. 29
Fever, 8 p.m., 116 Health Sciences.
THURSDAY, JAN. 27

• LIBNET Instruction-Health
Science Resources, 11 a.m.,
Fordham Health Sciences Library.
• Porgy arid Bess, 8 p.m.. Memorial Hall. For tickets call the
American Lung Association at 2773300 or the Memorial Hall ticket
office at 225-5949. Tickets arc $30
and $25.
• Greene County Pariv District:
Winter Day Camp for children from
Kindergarten through fourth grade.
9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3:30 p.m.
Pre-registration is required. The
fee for each child is $10. For more
information call 429-9590.
• National Conference on the
Future Shape of Black Religion,
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.. Medical Sciences Auditorium.
SUNDAY, JAN. 30

• UCB Super Bowl party, 5
p.m.. Rathskeller.
• UCB Cinema: Beyond the
Valley of the Dolls, 7 p.m., 116
Health Sciences.
MONDAY, JAN. 31
• Center for Teaching and
Learning seminar: "Click! Creating and Incorporating Images," 3 p.m.. 054 Rike Hall.
TUESDAY, FEB. 1
• LIBNET InstructionHealth Science Resources. 11
a.m., Fordham Health Sciences
Library.
• Psychiatry Grand Rounds
with Dr. Robert Barnes, noon.
Good Samaritan Hospital.
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College Republicans pitch in for quake victims
U

new era for
the College Republicans."
—Sean Vitale
By DAN HOCKENSMITIi
News Editor

photo by Scott Cozzolino

Sean Vitale (left) accepts donations for earthquake victims from Bob Gatliff (right).

As relief agencies nationwide
sought donations for victims of the
recent California earthquake, a group
of Wright State students joined the
effort.
WSU College Republicans
manned a donations booth in Rike
Hall's student lounge Jan. 2 i and 22.
Student Republicans asked for donations of canned food and bottled water. Donors were offered free membership in the political organization.
Normally, the group costs SI per
quarter, according to WSU College
Republicans Chairman Sean Vitale.
Vitale said booth volunteers gathered threegallonsof water, two boxes
of canned goods and $10 cash. He
said College Republicans planned to

give the ft MX I to the Salvation Army:
the money would go to the Red
Cross.
Vitale estimated 50 to 75 people
stopped at theIxxilh betweenclasses.
"I'm extremely pleased with the
turnout." said Charles Mountel.
WSU College Republicans vice
chairman.
Although many students gave
donations. Vitale said, only about
25 students joined College Republicans. Vitale estimated 100 WSU
students belong to the group.
Vitale said the booth is part of a
new set of activities aimed at promoting membership in College Republicans. Since his election as WSU
party chairman two weeks ago.
Vitale said, his goals for the group
include a more visible and more
approachable presence on campus.
"For too long, there has been a
lack of communication between
clubs." Vitale said. "Even though
we may differ morally. ethically and
in ideology, we're all part of the
U.S."
"It's a new era for the College
Republicans." he added.

JOIN THE
NEWS STAff WRITER P C S m C N S
ACE NOW ©PEN AT THE GU4EDIAN

I
These are paid positions. Applicants will be
expected to put in at least 5-7 hours a week.
ECE Call § 7 3 - 1 3 4 0 for
more information.

Stop by The Guardian today and
fill out an application.
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The Guardian is printed weekly during the
regular school year and monthly during the summer. It is published by students of Wright State
University in Dayton, Ohio
Editorials without bylinesreflectthe majority
opinion of the editorial board.
Views expressed in columns, cartoons and
advertisements are those of the writers, artists
and advertisers.
The Guardian reserves the right to censor or
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acccptance rules
established by The Guardian.
All contents contained herein are tte express
property of The Guardian. Copyright privileges
revert to the writers, artists, and photographers of
specific works after publication
The Guardian reserves the right to reprint
works in future issues.

© 1994 The Guardian
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Opinion
Stu rits deserve representation
on an university committees
serve on this committee blatantly shows become increasingly apathetic. How can
that the faculty do not trust or respect we as educators build a sense of commustudents enough to make a competent nity in this environment? Is the environdecision.
• mmmmmmBtmammi m e n t t h a t t h e f a c u l t y
are upholding here at
As a graduate student
Something very unfortunate happened
iere are plenty of Wright State merely
at the recent Academic Council meeting in the Student Personnel
responsible, ma- preparing students to
Services In Higher Educaheld on Jan 10,1994.
At this meeting, the council voted to tion program, we study the ture students who are actascomplacentapathetic citizens?
create a new committee that would not development of college
trying to make their
Or can they create
contain any student members, voting or students. Someofthe theorists that doresearchin this education more valu- and sustain an enviotherwise.
The committee in question is the area include Carol able by getting in- ronment which encourages students to
Author
Course Substitutions to Accommodate Gilligan,
volved.
participate indecision
Chickeri ng and Lawrence
Disabilities.
making in an attempt
The committee, in conjunction with a Kohlberg.
I am willing to bet one month of my to change the world around them?
new General Education Oversight ComThis should be a major concern to
mittee and specific colleges, would re- graduate assistant stipend (which is not
view cases where students with learning much) that none of these theorists would students. Currently the governance comdisabilities are petitioning to substitute a suggest that the best environment for mittee, which is faculty dominated, is
students to develop in, isone in which the reviewing new governance structures to
course to fit their needs.
propose to the Academic Council, which
The proposal in itsfinalform passed studentremainscemplacenL
College sntdents do not just "mature" is also faculty dominated
the Academic Council with only five
There is major concern within student
dissenting votes which were cast by the the day after graduation.
College student development is a pro- government thatfaculty are maneuvering
five students on the committee.
This new committee may seem insig- cess in which students become involved to dominate university committees in
nificant to thereader,but there is a phi- ,in their enviionmenL take responsibility order to dilute valuable input from stufor their actions and learn to think criti- dents, administrators, and staff.
losophy involved here.
Why are the faculty trying to disenAt this poinL the faculty had two cally and objectively.
A university must provide opportuni- franchise students?
philosophies to choose from in deciding
Are we that much of a threat or have
ties for students to
the membership of
— — —
gow by allowing they convinced themselves that they have
the committee. The —
flQt students to partici- flawless decision making skills?
first philosophy is
he
decision
Currently students sit on most univerpate in the decision
that students are
to allow students to making process, by sity committees, includingtherecentPresieducated, intelligent consumers serve on this committee bla- listening to student dential Search committee, and provide
who are here to tantly shows that the faculty concerns, and by re-valuable inpuL
There is no committee that sets unispecting students as
leam, and are reversity policy in which students form a
sponsible and ma- do not trust or respect stumajority, which is as it should be. But at
ture enough to de- dents enough to make a intelligent adults.
serve a voice in competent decision.
Faculty at any least we have a voice.
There are plenty ofresponsible,mawhat is going on ____________________________ given university
largelyinfluencethe ture students who are trying to make their
within the univertone of the university community. The education more valuable by getting insity.
The second philosophy is that stu- term community isoftenreferrcdtowhen volved.
It is unconscionable that faculty would
dents are ignorant, demanding morons discussing the environment of a univertry to take that opportunity away from us.
who should shut-up, sit down and take sity.

By L.M. O'NEAL
G. SCOTT MARKLAND
Guest Columnists

T

T

In the aggregate, universities serve as
notes.
L.M. O'Neal is a Student GovernIt seems that the faculty members of microcosms of the "real world." They
Academic Council last week acted in a prepare students within a community to ment Graduate Representative.
G. Scott Markland is a former
manner thatreflectedthe latter position. fur ,-tion in their future communities.
It is all too evident that our society has Student Government President.
The decision not to allow students to
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Wright
State
shows
"reckless
disregard"
for
commuters'
safety
As I write this it is Tuesday, Jan.
18, about 10 a.m., and it is still 17
degrees below zero.
The Wright State University administration has once again demonstrated reckless disregard for the
safety of students, staff and faculty,
by not closing the university.
The chill factor is in the neighborhood of 45 below zero or worse.
Skin exposed to this kind of
weather will freeze in just a few
minutes.
All area public schools are closed;
as are a number of businesses.
Dayton, Xenia, and many sur-

What's M

Op-Ed stands for Opinions &
Editorials. In The Guardian, the
Op-Ed page consists of:
• Editorial and political cartoons
• Opinion columns by staff members
and guest writers
• Letters to the editor
• Photographs
• The Guardian staff box

The Op-Ed pages are an open
forum for the exchange of
viewpoints. Topics addressed
Include Issues directly affecting
Wright State University, concerns
of college students, and Issues
relevant to the Miami Valley region
and the state of Ohio.
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MC. SPEAKER I PROPOSE A
BILL MANDATING A 700 DAY
WAITING PB2KX) ON THE
PURCHASE OF KITCHEN
KNIVES!
i SECOND.'.'!
ME TOO!!!

WME_

0KT
e n w c. MMnutP9C. TT«r

rounding cities are under a snow
emergency, and yet Wright State is
open.
I live in Fairborn, and the roads
are in very dangerous shape.
The present Wright State administration has repeatedly demonstrated
a lack of concern for the safety of
Wright State students, staff and faculty.
Less than 20 percent of the student population lives on campus.
This means over 12,000 students
plus many thousands of staff and

faculty must drive into campus.
Paige, it is time for a reality check:
many of us had to put personal safety
behind us in order to be in class.
There have been very serious accidents on all major highways leading into Wright State.
At this time only God (or whatever supreme power) knows if any
accidents involve Wright State
people.
This may be a great (?) metropolitan university according to some,
but most Wright State student, staff

and faculty must drive into campus.
I hope Dr. Flack quickly develops
a severe weather policy that reflect a
much more realistic sensitivity to
safety.
The present policy and attitude
reflects a reckless disregard for the
safety of the commuters to Wright
State and they are the majority of the
Wright State community.
DENNIS M. RICHARDS
Mental Health Counseling
Graduate Student

Barries & Noble accused of unfi lir book pricing
We submitted a letter to your paper on September 7,1993 informing
you of what we believed to be a new
textbook pricing policy used at Barnes
& Noble leased bookstore operations.
Many of you responded for more
information so the advantage of lower
prices could be achieved on your
campus.
It is my understanding that the
Barnes & Noble corporation contended that the special pricing on the
Clarkson University Campus was a
one-time promotion and would not
be iepeated.
Please be advised that the Clarkson
University Barnes & Noble bookstore is continuing Second Semester

to provide the students with substanEditor's note: Listed below is
tial savings on a large variety of text- an example of special textbook
pricing currently offered at the
books.
We have li sted an examp le of these Barnes & Noble University Store
values at the end of this letter. Once at Clarkson University, Potsdam,
again, we hope you will be able to use NY, 13676, according to the other
this information to negotiate special store. Please note: This list intextbook pricing for your campus. cludes only USED text offerings.
We wish you luck in trying to According to the other store,
obtain equitable pricing for your cam- there is no set pricing pattern
pus. If you have any questions or and the average savings of the
need further information, do not hesi- listed titles is 25.54 percent.
tate to contact me by phone (315)
For example: Financial Accounting book by Harrison —
265-0177 or fax (315) 265-0180.
Barnes & Noble Used List,
The Staff of "the other
$43.40; Barnes& Noble at
bookstore" anu
Clarkson, $32.50. Savings equal
25.12 percent.
LEE MATOTT, owner
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Pinkerton observes progress of student trustees bill
By DAN HOCKENSMITH
News Editor
A bill recently introduced into
the Ohio House of Representatives
has generated a lot of interest at
both official and student levels.
House Bill 601 would grant student trustees
at Ohio's 13
public universities the
right to vote
at board of
trustee
meetings
and allow
them access to executive sessions.
Rep. Mike Stinziano. D-Columbus. introduced the bill with 23
sponsors Jan. 11. Gov. George Voinovich announced he supported the
bill's passage.
According to WSU Student Government Vice President Toby Pinkerton. 24 of 99 stale representatives
now support the bill's passage.
"I'd say they were going to pass
it by the end of the year." Pinkerton
said.
A student trustee voting item
attached to the 1988 bill that established student trustees was removed
before the bill passed. Marc Conte.
executive director for the Ohio Student Association, a student lobbying organization, said OSA student activists in 1988 agreed to
accept non-voting trustees "because we wanted the bill to pass."
Pinkerton said Student Government is following Bill 601 's course
through legislative channels
closely. The bill would give WSU

student trustees Kim Covert and
Shawn Kaeser two votes out of 1I
on the Board of Trustees.
"The Board of Trustees arc it
people who make the final dcei
sions on what goes on." Pinkerton
said. "Having that ability to vote
would greatly increaseourchances
of pursuing
our agenda."
S G ' s
a g e n d a.
Pinkerton
said, includes student representation
on all universitvwide committees. He added the Board of
Trustees allowed Covert and
Kaeser to vote on Harley Flack's
selection as the fourth WSU president.
Contesaid a Jan. 22 meeting of
OSA's Board of Presidents at The
Ohio Sta'e University in Columbus to discuss the bill was postponed due to weather.
Conte said House Bill 601 and
other student issues are on the
agenda for a rescheduled meeting
Jan. 29. Conte said OSA plans to
hold a mass rally at the Statehouse
in the spring similar to the "Stop
the Cuts" rally that drew 5.fXX)
university students to Columbus in
April 1992.
Pinkerton. a member of the
photo by Scott Cozzolino
OSA Board of Presidents, said he
was surprised at a recent meeting SG Vice President Toby Pinkerton secured two state legislators' support for House Bill 601.
when he discovered he was the
only member who secured backing great job." Conte said. Conte said national issues than state concerns, feels such a bill "won't do us much
Pinkerton said he plans to seek good."
from House representatives lor the OSA members' failure to solicit
backing for the bill may be because acompanion bill's introduction in
Conte agreed the House bill's
bill.
"He (Pinkerton) did a really in past years OSA focused more on the state Senate: Conte said OSA passage seems guaranteed.
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D A R K STAR

BOOKS & C O M I C S

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
NORTH PADRE/MUSTANG ISLAND
r-L-o-R-i-D-n

DAYTON A BEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH
ORLANDO/WALT DISNEY WORLD

New & Used Comics * Used Books
Sports & Non-Sports Trading Cards
FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
10% Discount to WSU students
Dark Star I
237 Xenla Ave (Rt. 6XI
Yellow Spring*
767-9400

Dark Star It
!4I0 W. Dorothy Lane
Hills & Dales S C. • Ketlcring
293-7307

Dark Star III
1273 N. Fairfield Rd
Fairfield Plaia • Bcaveicreek
427-3213

KIS KlN 111 liifljfiiilL

C-O-L-O-H* A-D-O

STEAMBOAT
VAIUBEAVER CREEK
BRECKENRIDGEIKEY STONE
H-E-V-A-D-fl

LAS VEGAS
S"0'U'T*H

C"A"H*0*L*I"H*A

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHURE!

1'800'SUNCHASE

THE PALACE CLUB
234* Grange Hall Rd at Kemp (513) 426 9305
Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-9 / 18 & Up ^

P L A S M A DONORS C A S H I S B A C K

Thurs - WSUs' Favorite G

NO MORE CHECKS! HIGHEST FEES IN DAYTON NEW DONORS
(Or 30 day absence) First 4 donations in 2 weeks S25-S20-S20-S20
REGULAR DONATIONS
By weight 2 donations per week
S15-S20 or $16-20

SERA-TEC 3IOLOGICALS
Phone 278-8800
3909 Salem Ave
RTABus6

NEW HOURS
Monday-Thursday 7am-4pm Friday 7am • 3pm
Saturday 7am-12 noon

Friday - lii/e Rock Music
1/28 Fast Change 2/4 Stcppen Stone
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Remember wishing you wereaBradv or an lngalls? How
about idolizing the Bionic Woman or the Fonz?
Donny and Marie, gauchos. bell-bottoms, polyester
doubleknit. pet rocks, the Bay City Rollers — these were all
an integral part of the decade that just won't die. the '70s.
If you're too young to remember or too old to ever forget.
University Center Board (UCB) brings back the '70s this
week with a series of activities focused on remembering a
decade some people would rather
fun. so indulge yourself.
UCB Cinema sponsors Saturday Night /-'ever Friday and
Saturday night at 8 p.m. in 116 Health Sciences. The group
encourages those who dare to throw on their bell-bottoms
and wide collars or leisure >uits and platforms for the film,
because UCB will admit these brave souls for$ 1. Admission
costs SI.50 for WSU students. S2.50 for WSU staff and
faculty and S3 for other patrons who just can't seem to don
the duds.
But who still has any of that stuff? Most people threw out
their platforms after that third sprained ankle
a few area establishments still carry all of the above ar
more, only slightly used.
Thrift stores are the best place to find clothes Iroin ar
bygone era at prices the malls can never hope to match. B
strategy is everything.
The best places to start a search for '70s attire are al:
close to campus. Valley Thrift Store and Village Discou
are near replicas of one another, with the primary different
being Valley's slightly higher prices.
patterns. Don't be a jive turkey; find the funkiest polyest
shirt possible z
. you shi
S5. Ar

shoes aven
medallion
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you won't
because the
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deco design
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Wellness Resource
Center works toward
peer education net\ k
Free training seminar slated for this weekend
By MARTHA HOWARD
Spotlight Editor
Amy L. Sues, the most reccnt addition to
a team of students and staff who focus their
attention on wellness, said many students
look at wellness as something they've already achieved, not something to maintain.
She hopes to change this attitude through her
work in the Wellness Resource Center
(WRC) in 068 Allyn.
Sues. WSU health educator/project coordinator, arrived on campus Dec. 8 after the
U.S. Department of Education awarded the
university a Fund for the Improvement of
Post-Secondary Education (F1PSE) grant.
Wright State created Sues' position as a
result of receiving this grant last summer.
Sues expects to develop a network of
peer health educators on campus, along with
help from Alison Bradshaw, Raider Alcohol
Awareness Program (RAAP Team) graduate assistant; Valorie Guerrero. Wellness
Team graduate assistant; and Isabel
Schuermeyer, an undergraduate student
worker who started the Wellness Team.
The Wellness and RAAP Teams sponsor
a free peer education training weekend Jan.
28-29 to help establish this network.

"We're finding a lot of students have the
desire to go out and do presentations."
Guerrero said.
The training weekend is designed to educate potential peer educators regarding general wellness, stress management, eating
disorders, alcohol and chemical dependency
and sexual health and AIDS issues, just a
few of the numerous topics the WRC can
provide information about. The center also
sponsors health, hearing. HIV and dental
screenings throughout the year.
Another function the Wellness Resource
Center provides is programming for student
organizations.
"We noticed there are people out there
doing programs in these areas." Sues said,
"and we want to make it a collaborative
effort."
The primary health issues facing students today, according to Bradshaw,
Guerrero and Sues, are irresponsible alcohol
use. sexually transmitted diseases, stress and
eating disorders. "People just think it happens to other people," Sues said. Awareness
is the first step in relieving these dilemmas,
she added.
The team is working on ways to alleviate
these problems, beginning with alternatives

photo by Scott COMC

Amy Sues (right) and Valorie Guerrero (left) round out a team focused on
educating students about wellness and health issues in the Wellness
Resource Center. Students can find out more about topics like alcohol and
other drugs, HIV and AIDS, nutrition, rape education and prevention, sexual
health and stress management and many other subjects at the WRC.
to the stereotypical college weekend of excessive drinking. Last quarter the team held
a bowling night, an alcohol-free happy hour
and a movie night, and it requests student
input for winter and spring quarter activities.
Although these WRC affiliates acknowledge the difficulties many students encounter when attempting to maintain a balanced
life, they agree a support system is important. For students who have nowhere else to
turn, the Wellness Resource Center provides confidential answers to any health and
wellness questions.
"If we can't help them we can find re-

sources, if not on campus then out in the
community," Guerrero said.
Today is the registration deadline for this
weekend's free peer education training session. Meals will be provided and participants receive a free T-shirt. Contact Sues at
873-3479 or in 067 Allyn (Student Health
Services) for more details.
For additional information about the
RAAP Team, see Bradshaw in 122 Allyn.
Wellness Team meetings are held each
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in 068 Allyn and the
RAAP Team meets 4 p.m. Wednesdays in
122 Allyn.

Nash makes the University Center sparkle with his smile
66

I talk to everyone
here (at the University
Center). Whenever I
see someone, I speak.
Being friendly and
courteous is natural for
me.
-Charles Nash

WRIGHT
STATE
PROFILES
By KIMBERLY A. BIRD
Staff Writer
Late in the evening, the hallways of the
University Center clear out and things grow
quiet. Then there's a teddy bear-like guy
who strides around the corner and flashes a
bright smile as he says hello.
Charles Nash, custodian, doesn't just do
his job with a smile; he really lives his life
this way. Nash works for Johnson and Gordon, Inc., the agency contracted to maintain
WSU's campus. He started at the Nutter
Center part-time and worked his way up to
full-time.
Nash said he befriends just about everyone he meets.
"I talk toeveryone here (at the University
Center). Whenever I see someone. I speak,"
Nash said. "Being friendly and courteous is
natural for me."
He said he knows a number of students
who spend their evenings in the University

Charles Nash

photo by Toby Plnkerton

Center at WWSU, The Guardian, Student
Government. Student Organizations and leadership Development, Marriott and other departments in the UC and new Student Union.
Nash said he enjoys most students he
meets but feels many don't fully understand
his role as janitor.
"I think there's a misconception about
what janitors do." Nash said. "I think people
think we're here solely to serve them in the

respect that they can just leave a mess and
not worry about putting stuff in a trash can.
Sometimes you see it a lot and sometimes
there's not much at all. It actually just makes
me have to work a little harder just to get my
work done."
After working for janitorial companies
in Fairborn and Dayton, Nash came to WSU
and seems to be happy at his current job.
particularly with the people he works around.
"I'll stay at WSU for a while. When the
complex changes over to the Student Union.
I'll still stay here to clean." Nash said. "The
building will be bigger and I don't know how
much area I'll pick up. The fact is that I like the

people and that makes my job most enjoyable
and the work is always challenging."
Keeping the building clean while things
are under construction definitely keeps Nash
on his toes.
"With the construction it makes this job
that much more challenging." Nash said. "They
(construction workers) add a lot more mess.
There's a lot more dust, high and low. What
keeps me here is I like the job I do. the area I'm
in and the people I'm around."
Nash said he works 3-11:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday. "I'm here sometimes a little
later to gel the job done because of events
running later, but that's me wanting to get the
job done."
Nash is familiar with late night WSU and
the University Center. According to Nash,
many of the students occupying the University Center late at night come to get things
done because they have a job during the day
and they have work to do in the evening.
"Most students I talk to work." he said.
"They carry one or two jobs and that's a credit
to them to be able to do all that and maintain
a good g.p.a."
"1 don't know much about the day because
I'm not here. Most people run with their
friends: students stopand talkand then they're
off." Nash said. "It's nice to know the young
people have direction and respect for others."
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THE GOADS — HOLY
TERRITORY ****
Contemporary' Christian music
has taken incredible leaps in the past
few years. Amy Grant. Michael W.
Smith and Kathy Troccoli have all
successfully basked in the glory of
pop music crossover. Now a local
group shows similar promise.
Piqua, home of the Mills Brothers. has now spawned The Goads.
Their newest CD, Holy Territory, is
full of beautiful melodies and driving rock beats reminiscent of the
band Heart.
The incrediblefirstsingle, "Celebrate," showcases the vocals of
Carolyn Goad. But she's not the
only vocalist—Rick, Tim and Curt
Goad al:;o share the spoil ight. Singles
like "Somebody's Praying, Lord"
and "I Pray For Rain" should boost
sales of the album.
Holy Territory is an amazing
collection of, well... something for
nearly everyone. Rock, pop and
Christian music lovers alike will be
among the many fans of The Goads.
Holy Territory is among Christian
music's top CDs. (David Brush)

album, is full of greased-up guitars
slidingaround the songs with improv
and catchy hooks.
They've influenced the likes of
Nirvana. Pearl Jam, et. al.. but w ith
MP's contribution to music understated, Too High to Die may be the
Brady basketball to the vase by the
staircase.
Songs like "Backwater,"
"Comin' Down," Severed Gwldess
Hand" and "Things," with lyrics:
"Things we must not do/ Must not
walk through walls/Alsoalsodon't/
Do some things we did," arc musically and lyrically artistic and built
to he played twice in a row.
If you've ever caught yourself
gettin" religion at a tent revival or
banging your head to Metallica (but
feelin' kinda cheap), let Meat Puppets save your soul. (JSA)

US3 — HAND ON THE
TORCH•*
Us3's bio looks impressive, with
a mixture of jazz musicians, samples
from older jazz tracks and a cast of
upcoming rappers united by two
aspiring British producers, Geoff
Wilkinson and Mel Simpson. Is it
the nextjazz/rapmasterpiece?I don't
think so.
MEAT PUPPETS — TOO
For fans who have discovered it.
so far I would agree — it's a differHIGH TO DIE • • • •
This is the CCR of 1994. Got ent, innovative step in the layering
of rhythmic poetry over traditional
your attention?
Combining the energy of punk, jazz pieces distinctive and amazing
the intricacy of classical guitar and in scope. But something is missing.
the foot stompin' of country. Too
Is it. for a rap fan, too traditional
High to Die, Meat Puppets' ninth and jazzish, stuff pops used to chill

Arizona's Meat Puppets are back at it with Too High to Die.
out toon summer evenings? It's not
the funky jazz the "now" generation
grew up to like Miles Davis and
Stanley Clarke.
Herbie Hancock is sampled on
the recent single. "Cantaloop (Flip
Fantasia)," but his hypnotic, groundbreaking grooves are all but lost.
Taking the album as a whole,
this gets old. The rapping is lost over
the jazz and would make hip-hop
purists squeamish. They have the
nerve to claim Uieir superiority over
other "wack M.C.s!" This is too
light and political messages arc lost
in the confusing poly-rhythmic

Are you a member of the
6tate Community? Are you also an
active member of a working band?
The Guardian wants to hear from
students, faculty, and staff in bands
for a feature in an upcoming issue.
Cental the Sp^Mi sfcaTst 87v
5530 or slop by ifie Guardian
offices in E-186-J of the new student
union (down the hall from the new
boofetore
'- G i W l i a n

tracks.
Wilkinson and Simpson had an
interesting project, but overall it's
boring. They need to chill in Brooklyn for a year or two and hang with
Guru of Gangstarr, Digable Planets
or others who have mastered the
marriage of rap and jazz.
This is mediocre at best and will
get lost in a sea of newer and better
work. Adios! {Christopher Joseph)
FILM
INTERSECTION • •
Intersection boasts a great cast

in a not so great movie. Richard
Gere plays Vincent Eastman, a
middle-aged man going through
troubled times. He has fallen hopelessly in love with a successful journalist. played by Lolita Davidovich
(Raising Cain).
The only problem with his newfound romance is he has a charming
wife and daughter at home.
This is a common scenario worn
out in movies and soap operas—the
man stuck between two women. The
movie begins with Vincent traveling in his Mercedes down a seaside
road, going well over the speed limit.
He swerves to go around a stalled
van when he notices a semi headed
straight for him.
Through a series of flashbacks,
we enter Vincent's life and see how
he met his wife, played by Sharon
Stone. We also see how he met
Olivia (Davidovich). Then after all
the hot, steamy stuff is over, we
return to the "intersection" and
Vincent's race toward uncertainty.
Director Mark Rydell (On
Golden Pond) has made a stylish
and sleek film. The main problem
with Intersection is the plot is worn
out.
There is no suspense, no real
drama and no real satisfying ending.
The fine actors give mediocre performances and disgrace their past
achievements.
This movie does have its good
points, but for the most part this
Intersection leads to a dead end.
(Anthony Shoemaker)

D A Y T OfN/A
BEACH!

A BETTER R E S U M E
As a former Personnel Manager. Ill write a resume
that will get you attention, respect, and the job you want!
I will also recommend the best way to market your
skills, talents, strengths, abilities and qualifications,
/ )
and how to negotiate the best salary.

/f

A y
LASER PRINTING • ONE DAY SERVICE
f / V
MILITARY CONVERSIONS • SENIOR CITIZENS • EXECUTIVES
. Wy
STUDENTS • MANDICAPPEO PERSONS • ALL TRADES & PROFESSIONS
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Drop everything to experience Schindler's List
ROWDY'S HATING

Anyone who thought the
director would sugarcoat
the Nazi atrocities will
simply not be preBy ROBERT MEEKER
pared for the level
Associate Writer
of shocking violence contained in
If you don' t have time this quar- this film.
ter to see Steven Spielberg's three
The casual cruelty
hour document of the Holocaust, and brutal inhumanity indo yourself a favor. Skip class. flicted upon the Jews is presented
Miss a homework assignment. Call in an unflinching manner that is
in sick at work.
absolutely horrifying and often
Do anything you can possibly painful to watch, but necessary lo
do to avoid missing this film. It's achieve the required impact upon
worth the effort.
the audience.
Schindler's List may quite posThe film contains prodigious
sibly be one of the most emotion- amounts of blood, nudity and foul
ally devastating and deeply dis- language — Spielberg's a long,
turbing films in the history of cin- long way from E.T. here, but he
ema, as well as the mot daring and knows anything less would be unadventurous film of. Spielberg's realistic and untrue. And he pulls it
career.
off masterfully.

••••

But thisfilmis much more than
Spielberg's revenge upon critics
and colleagues who thought his
past work to be too soft and fanciful (although one gets the feeling
he's taking great glee in proving
himself as an "adult" filmmaker at
last, finally free from the restrictions of the family audience).
Schindler's List is a powerful
and moving tribute to the humanity
of 6 million Jews who died during

the Holocaust,
as well as the
few thousand
who managed lo
survive it.
The entire cast is excellent, from Liam Necson's
starmaking performance (finally) as German entrepreneurturned-humanitarian Oskar
Schindlcr to Ralph Fiennes' blistering portrayal of sadistic SS Officer Amon Goeth. Also Embeth
Davidtz' subtle, heartbreaking turn
as Helen Hirsch. Goelh's physically and mentally abused maid
(two more potential stars), down to
ihe smaller but integral roles and
even the extras — everyone seems
perfectly casl and they all deliver
spectacularly.
In fact, anyone who still refuses
(o think of Spielberg as an "actor's

director" can just change their
minds right now.
1 n short, SchindlerList i s qu i te
simply the very definition of a mustsee film.
Spielberg has made the definitive Holocaust film, juxtaposing
horrible brutal ity, tragedy and death
with inspiring kindness, humanity
and compassion (and even managing to incorporated generous
amounts of ironic humor, which
adds to the film's depth of emotion
rather than seeming inappropriate
for the subject) to document ihe
most terrible and tragic event in
history.
Don't miss it.
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The Guardian will be
giving away three prizes
valued at $50, $25, and $10.
Prizes will be announced in
the January 26th issue of
The Guardian

Winners w i l l be drawn on
Monday February 7th
and notified by phone.

Fill out this form and drop it off at The Guardian in the
new student union (Up the hall from the new bookstore)
Name
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Address,City, S t a t e , Zip
$2.00 per 35 words
$1.00 p e r h e a r t *

j
$1.00 For screened red
h e a r t s behind t h e classified

W r i t e t h e a d a s y o u w i s h it t o a p p e a r in p r i n t .
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Each time you buy a valentine classified, you're
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You may enter as many times as you wish.
All entries must be at The Guardian by
Friday 5 p.m. February 4th.
Prizes not claimed within 48 hours will result in
forfeiture by winner. A new winner will be
drawn in such cases.
Only one prize per person
Guardian personnel are not eligible to win.
Stop by The Guardian for complete contest
rules.
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Standard Valentine's Classified

Nancy, you're the cup that I
hold by the cheekbones? I'd like
to pull you close and drink you
Up.-Scot!

Valentine's Classified
Valentine's Classified
With Red Screened Hearts
Heart in the text
! Nancy, y o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i h a t I
Nancy, you're the cup that I
i hpldbyjhcNto*$o«? rd like j hold by the cheekbones? I'd like
topull you close«nd drink you
to pull you close and drink you
up.-Scott V
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Aihl&h's
Men's basketball
Andy Holderman
W o m e n ' s basketball
Joy Lynn Westendorf
Men's Swimming
Jim Dixon (Diving)
W o m e n ' s Swimming
Rhonda Goodpaster

The Scares
Men's Basketball
WSU def. Wisconsin-Green
Bay 53-51
Northern Illinois def. WSU
77-68
Women's Basketball
WSU def. Chicago St. 8167
WSU def. Eastern Illinois
71-56
M e n ' s Swimming
WSU def. Xavier 50-25
Western Kentucky def.
WSU 122-118
Women's Swimming
WSU def. Xavier 51-34

Sua iris
Jan.27
Men's and women's
swimming hosts Kenyon
4 p.m.
Women's basketball
hosts Valparaiso 5 p.m.
Men's basketball host
Eastern Illinois 7:35 p.m.
Jan.29
Men's and women's
swimming at Cincinnati
1 p.m.
Men's basketball al
Illinois-Chicago 2:05
p.m.
J a n . .30
Women's basketball
hosts Illinois-Chicago 2
p.m.
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Bombs ;• vay for the Raiders
Holderman downs
Wisconsin-Green •
Bay with last
second heroics
By NICK M APLES
Staff W riter
It was a finish right out of Hollywood as the Wright State Raiders shocked the Phoenix of Wisconsin-Green Bay. 53-51. in front
of6,039 fans Jan. 22 at the Ervin J.
Nutter Center.
The star in this script was
WSU'sseniorguard Andy Holderman. and the director was Coach
Ralph Underhill.
After a timeout with 34 seconds remaining and the Raiders
trailing 51-50, WSU worked the
ball around trying to get the ball
down low to senior center Mike
Nahar.
But the Phoenix defense
wouldn't allow Nahar the chance
to be the hero.
So then junior guard Darryl
Woods penetrated inside and
kicked it out to Holderman at the
top of the key.
Holderman let it fly immediately as the shot clock expired with
five seconds remaining on the game
clock.
"I thought it was short when it
left my hand," Holderman said.
To the delight of Raider fans
and Underhill. Holderman was
wrong.
The leather hit nothing but the
bottom of the net, and it was all
over for the Phoenix's nine-game
winning streak.
Sophomore forward Jeff

phot; by Scott Cozzolino

WSU's Delme Herriman s l a m s home two of his 16 points.
Nordgaard did manage to get a
shot off for Wisconsin-Green Bay
at the end. but the desperation threepoint attempt was long, and the
celebration began.
"He (Holderman) came here as

a three-point shooter and he won
the game today with a threepointer." said Underhill. "We've
been at the other end of it plenty of
times. So this time it was a good
win for our ball club."

The win put Underbill's crew
at 6-I0 overall. 3-2 in the MidCont i nent C< inference.
It was also a Holderman three
at the top of the key that gave WSU
its biggest lead of the game at 2715 with 4:58 left in the first half.
After that, sophomore forward
Delme Herriman sank a couple of
jumpers front the perimeter that
enabled the Raiders to cruise into
halftime with a 33-23 advantage.
Then the Phoenix rose from the
ashes and went on a 17-0 run to
start the second half.
With the help of six Raiders'
turnovers. Wisconsin-Green Bay
leaped in front. 40-33. with 12:02
left in the game.
But unlike previous losses to
Pacific. Cleveland State and Valparaiso, the Raiders didn't fold in
the latter part of the game. As
Herriman put it. "A coupleof weeks
ago it would have been a loss."
But that was then, and this was
now a much improved Raiders
team.
A jumper by senior forward
Scan Hammonds ended the Raider
shooting drought from the field,
and a dunk by Herriman ignited a
quiet crowd with 10:05 left, closing the gap al 41-40.
From there it was an intense
battle until the dramatic finish by
Holderman.
For the Wisconsin-Green Bay
Phoenix (12-4 overall, 4-1 in the
Mid-Con) it was Nordgaard leading the way with 18 points and four
steals.
The Raiders scoring consisted
of a balanced scoring attack by
Herriman with 16 points. Nahar
with 12, and Hammonds and Holderman with 10 each.

Huskies put the pressure on WSU
Second half turnovers do in Raiders
Pressure, pressure and
more pressure is what the
WSU guards faced when the
second half opened.
After building a38-29 lead
at the half, the Raider guards
began to feel the heat from
the Northern Illinois defense.
WSU turned the ball over
14 times in the second half.

an entirely different story as
the Raiders committed 14 of
Northern Illinois outscored the their 23 turnovers in the secRaiders 48-30 in the second half ond half.
and allowed the Huskies to come
The Raider guards acaway with the win. 77-68.
counted for 17 of those 23
WSU senior center Mike Na- turnovers and couldn't get the
har was unstoppable in the first ball inside to Nahar.
half, going 7 of 7 from the floor and
After blistering NIU in the
5 of 5 from the foul line on his way first half. Nahar managed only
to 19 points.
four second half points for a
After halftimc, the game was game total of 23 points.

plRtf-U

Andy Holderman
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SPORTS

Hall installing winning into Raiders' minds
By BILL SHEA
Staff Writer

The Raiders did beat the Cin- while earning a degree in physical
cinnati Bearcats for the first t • education.
WSU had previously beer
Hall was prompted to come to
When Terry Hall came to against UC.
U because of its location. WSU
Wright State in 1990 she took over
"it took us awhile before
lose to her family in Indiana,
friends in Louisville, and she
a program that had hit rock bottom. could get some kids who c<>.
still catch the UK basketball
The previous season had seen compete with that caliber of a
games.
WSU fall to a dismal 3-25 record team." said Hall, "This will help
Unfortunately, in what was supthat included a 0-19 start.
with recruiting in the state of Ohio."
The Raiders didn't improve
Hall began her coaching career posed to be a coming of age season.
much in Hall's initial season, as in 1974 at Eastern Kentucky, only Hall received some shocking news.
they only posted four victories. The spending one season there before After surgery for what was sup1991-92 campaign was a bit more moving on to coach at Louisville. posed to have been a benign tumor,
successful as WSU improved to SIn 1980 Hall changed schools she was diagnosed with ovarian
once again, this time to lead the cancer.
20.
According to junior guard JenThe rebuilding process contin- W: Meats of the University of Ken'
nifer Brigner.
ued last year with
—
"She hides it
the team showing
—
well. She hasn't
flashes of brilliance in their 9You're going to see very, very competitive changed a bit."
lthough
18 season.
basketball
from the women of Wright State." she'sAonly
missed
So far this sea—Coach
Terry
Hall
one
game
due to
son. Hall's troops
her illness, she
have matched last _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
still has a rough
years nine wins
time during the week after her
for a 9-6 record with 11 games tucky.
remaining. The Raiders have won
Hall never had a losing season monthly chemotherapy treatment.
"I get tired and nauseous, but I
their last four games, the longest at any of the schools she'd coached
know that's the side-effects of the
streak under Hall's leadership.
before moving to Wright State.
"We're playing the best basHer worst season, record-wise, chemo, not the cancer," Hall said.
Hal 1 said-she received some good
ketball that any team since I have came at Louisville in 1979-80 as
been here has played," she said. the Cardinals went 17-17 and won news recently from her doctor.
"I feel pretty good. The doctors
Hall feels the record is not an accu- the Metro Conference Championrate reflection of where the team ship. Five of her seven UK teams say it looks like the cancer is under
really is rebuilding-wise.
went to the women's NCAA tour- control."
She said there arc no symptoms
She feels WSU should have nament.
beaten the Dayton Flyers in a game
Her combined record at the of cancer, and has started a new diet
called the macrobiotic diet, said to
the Raiders lost by one. Western three schools was 231-126.
Illinois beat WSU 68-61 in a game
Hall is a native of Salem, Indi- prevent and kill cancer.
As for her future at WSU. Hall
that Hall felt was overly sloppy.
ana, and attended Indiana State
When asked about the rest of where she won the Hillman Award plans to stay here and build a "topthe season Hall said, "We'd like to for outstanding female athlete in notch basketball team."
Hall added that the Raiders will
beat Wisconsin-Green Bay and 1966.
Northern Illinois, two teams we've
While at ISU, she played vol- be looking to thcjuniorcollcge ranks
for
players
next winter.
never beaten before."
leyball, basketball andfieldhockey

photo by Scott Cozzolino

Wright State women's basketball coach Terry Hall.
JUCO is where Hall picked up
the newest Raider star, junior Joy
Lynn Westendorf, a player Hall said
makes "everyone on the floor play a
little better."
Hall feels next season will be a

great season for the Raiders. Fourof
five starters this year will be seniors
in 1994-95.
"You're going to see very, very
competitive basketball from the
women of Wright State." Hail said.

WSU stretches winning streak
Raiders take first two of a sixgame homestand
By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
Special Writer
The beginning of a six-game
homestand saw the WSU women's
basketball team get off to a strong
start as it posted back-to-back victories, extending its winning streak
to four.
The Raiders outscored Chicago
St., 81-67. Jan. 20 marking the
third straight 80-point game for
WSU.
WSU went into the game without one of its strongest players,
junior guard Connie Alig, wh sufphoto by Scott Cozzoli-o fered a knee injury against YoungJennifer Brigner prepares to defend against Chicago State. stown St. Jan. 15.

Melissa Reeves, a senior forward. replaced Alig in the starting
lineup.
According to WSU Coach Terry
Hall. Alig could return in one or
two weeks.
"She is recovering quickly,"
said Hall. "She's getting a knee
brace next week and within a week
may be able to play with the knee

brace."
The game against the Cougars
started out slow and sluggish with
the Raiders playing sloppy defense.
At halftime the scoreboard read
28-27. with WSU holding the slim
lead over the 1-15 Cougars.
In the second hal, the Raiders
woke up. outscoring-actually
outbombing-Chicago St.. 53-40.
WSU made a team-record nine
3-pointers, snapping the previous
mark of seven set in 1992.
Junior guard Jennifer Brigner
went four for four from downtown,
and Joy Lynn Westendorf. also a
junior guard, went five for eight.
The team defense picked up
after halftime and proved to be a
see "I.ady Raiders"
continued on page 13
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Lady Raiders
continued from page 12

key to the Raiders' victory.
WSU held the Cougars'
Kassandra McGehec. one of the
team' s top scorers, to just si x points
in the second half.
"It was a total team situation in
the second half," said Hall.
Offensively, the Raiders were
led by Westendorf s 26points, junior forward Lori Collins' 15 and
Brigner's 14.
On Jan. 22, WSU hosted MidContinent Conference foe Eastern
Illinois and defeated the Panthers,
71-56.
The first half witnessed the
Raiders moving out to a quick sixpoint lead only to see it disappear
five minutes later.
It was a close first half, and the
score at halftime was tied, 34-34.
"The first half, we were kinda

flat and we needed to pickup the
defense and cut down on turnovers," said Reeves.
The Raiders committed 14 turnovers which EIU converted into 14
points.
The first five minutes of the
second half, WSU went scoreless,
but "after the 15 minute mark the
team started playing well," said
Hall.
Westendorf hit four of seven
from three-point range, and was
the Raiders' leading scorer for the
second game in a row with 25
points. Reeves contributed 15
points. The Raiders' record increased to 9-6 overall and 4-3 in
the Mid-Con with the two victories.
The nine wins lies the total WSU
victories from last year when the

" T h e first half,
we were kinda
flat and we
neede
to
:
pickup
efense an
ut
down on turnovers."
—Melissa
Reeves
Raiders finished 9-18.
WSU will put its four-game
winning streak on the line against
Valparaiso Jan. 27 at 5 p.m. at the
Ervin J. Nutter Center, then the
Raiders will host Illinois-Chicago
Jan. 30 at 2 p.m.

$20

DAYTONA
BEACH
BOARDWALK

STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
by donating
your urgently needed plasma

1-800-535-2036
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Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is now accepting applications for its next three entering classes.
(September 1994, January 1995, April 19951

General requirements at time of entry include:
• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a a life or health science degree program.
• A minimum G.P.A. of 2.5. A more competitive G.P.A. is favored.
• A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.
Northwestern offers:
• A professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
• A well-rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis, X-ray,
and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.

) E PARTMENT

Advertiant

Call: i m m 4777

(80)

Start your career in
journalism today! The
Guardian has a n u m b e r
of volunteer positions in
all departments.

Guardian

-

-

Mon-Thurs 7:00am - 9:00pm
Friday 7:00am - 7:00pm
Saturday 8:00am - 5:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 4:00pm
CALL FOR INFO: 224-1973

165 E.Helena St.
Dayton, Ohio
RTA Bus 22
ID Required.
Proof of Age.

"r

Write: Director of Admissions
2501 West 84th Street, Minneapolis. MN 55431

DEPARTMENT

Call 873-5537 for
information on joining
The G u a r d i a n ' s staff.

photo by Scott Cozzolino
Joy Lynn Westendorf drives the lane against Chicago St.

SPRING
BREAK CASH

per
person

News

THE GUARDIAN

D A R K STAR
BOOKS & COMICS

WSU's # 1 SOURCE FOR COMIC BOOKS!
100's of New Issues each Month!
I000's of Back Issues !
FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
10% Discount to WSU students
Dark Star III • 1273 N. Fairfield Rd
Just J mites south of WSU on
Fairfield Pia/a • Beavervreek
N. Fairfield Road •
427-3213

Open
every
DaVl

Earn up to $30.00
for your first donation
Up to $90.00 in just two weeks

I

THE
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GUARDIAN

Student Rate
S2 first 25 words / $1 each additional 25 words (Limit 75 words)
Non-Student Rate
$5 first 25 words / $1 each additional 25 words (Limit 75 words)
Bold,Italics, Underline .... $1 each
classified'
r FAX ^
SECTIONS
For Sal®
Messaga Board Services
Mail your classified. Thg Guardian /Classifieds).
T»e Gusfcan asks fiat
046 UC. Wnght Slate University
Automotive General
Personals

ad wtrytMw Uta. yw (en c w l Mat III#

Are you planning your Spring Break*'
Beautiful ocean front view, large suites v
private balcony on the beaches of Day to:
Beach. Boca Raton. Ft. Lauderdale, and
Camera for Sale - Minolta Maxxum *>00.
nwtordrive. 2 (lashes,flathgrip.2S-80 and 75- thousands of rrher locations. Suites arc full
200 f/2.8 lenses. $1700 worth- sell separately
equipped with kitchen and bath Sleeps siv
(total $1100) or all for $899. Tony 435-9815 or comfortably Bathe in luxury for 7 days/6
nights for less than S350 for your entire group
873-5535
of six(6). Limited vacancies. Call loday toll
*!!!!!! !!!!"!BAHAMAS CRUISE! I'!'!!!!1!!'!?** free for more info. 1-800-772-1555 Mention
Trip for 2 . 5 days/4 nights, includes round tnp this ad and receive a $300 gift certificate Ask
cruise, and hoicl accommodations while their
for Larry Tate.
Coniact Mr. Pietro home 427-3430 or 341-1258

For Sale

Help W a n t e d

General

Personal assistant needed ASAP for Winter
FOUND; Set of keys in The Guardian office
Quarter 15-20 hrs per week. For dressing,
Fall Quarter. Call Karyn at e»t 5559 to identify bathing, personal hygiene and grooming. $5 an
hour. Call Man at 873 6242.
& claim
Interested in running for Student Government?
A meeting will be held for all potential
candidates on Thursday. January 27 from 5:00600 p.m. in the cafeteria extension of the
University Center. For more information call
Tim Rogers at 873-5570.
Spring Break' Best Trips & Prices! Bahamas
Party Cruise 6 Days $279! Includes 12 meals
and 6 free parties! Panama City room with
kitchen 8 days $119! Cancun and Jamaica with
air from Columbus 8 days from $469! Daytona
$149' Key West $249! Cocoa Beach $159' I800-678-6386
Spring Break! Panama City! 8 days oceanview
room with kitchen $119! Walk to best bars!
Includes free discount card - Same $50 on
cover charges! 1-800-678-6386

News

Accepting applications for factory work. Full
and part-time available. Please apply in person
Ali Industries. Inc.. 611 Yellow-SpnngsFairOcId Road. Fairbom.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals
and Student Organizations wanted to promote
the Hottest Spring Break Destinations, call the
nation's leader Inter-Campus Programs 1-800327-6013.

Positions Open at The Guardian.' Staff
Writers and Advertising Representatives
needed. Salaries and work hours vary for each
position. Slop by The Guardian in the New
Student Union (just past the New Bookstore!
andfillout an application! Or call us at 8735537.

Events

Help Wanted

AA Cruise and Travel Jobs Lam $2500/mo »
*1 the world FREE! (Caribbean. Europe.
ii. Asia!l Cruise lines now hiring for
'lid.iv. spring and sumnwr seasons.
Service! Call (919) 929-4398 exl 66

tn-.Wwcs me p»ee*c

Renting

Dayton, on 45435-0001

i n Personals

Renting

Up, Up and Away! Has your comics shop
Brick home IO share Forest Ridge, quid level. 2
I f2 baths, two refrigerators, approx. 5 miles to disappeared in a flash of mystic lightning?
Closed de doors? Bought the farm'' Then check
WSU. ample parking Call Joan 233-4672
out Hookers Fantasy & Comics We offer
- $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes
comics subscription serv ices, discounts on new
v s n M'AK IMI M S . VII I At.I I J!
.• Send long SASL to: Country laving
comics, new RFG's and new Sci-Fi books. We
RIVERSIDE— Adjacent to Area B. WPAFB.
Shi ,, ers. Dcpt T36. PO Box 1779. Denham
carry a variety of cards, toys, posters and cool
4
8
mi
to
WSU.
I
Bdnn
dl».
ww
carpet.
AC.
Springs, LA 70727
MX) M| ft. ample, lighted parking; quid, secure junk Bookerv Fantasy & Comics 35 N.
Broad Street (Rt 444) in Fairbom (10 minutes
area, on-site w/d. Mgr. & maintenance. »l I &
•••'SPRING BREAK •«w«" Cancun.
»23 RTA bus out front Unfurnished—$330 per Ma*). Open 7 days year round. Call us for info
Bahamas. Jamaica. Florida. & Padre! 110%
at 879-1408 Upgrade your comics shop today.
month. Furnished—S'40 per month.
Lowest price guarantee' Organize 15 friends
and your trip is free' T AKE A BREAK
Roommate needed: looking for a Nonsmoker
STUDENT TRAVEL 1800) 328-7283
to pay $210 a month plus utilities. Own room
4 minutes to WSU. For more info call 878NEED MONEY FOR SCHOOL? Market
USA is the answer for you! We are a fullservice telemarketing ft mi located just 5
minutes north of WSU. We offer $6.00 per
Q 3 Services
hour plus incentives. We canfityour schedule
with shifts offered 9-3 and 4-IOM-F (Sat. are
Students. Act now to cut next year s costs wi
always optional). Our clients are wellsources of private financial aid Minimum 5
established national banks, retailers, and insurguaranteed Call I -800-834-2549 ext. 13 for
ance companies. We don't sell magazines or
cemetery plots! If interested call Rene 879-8593. details Don't delay.

IT'S GIRL SCOUT
COOKIE TIME!

Greeks X Clubs Earn $50 • $2511 for yourseir
costs nothing and lasts one week. Call now and
receive a free gift. 1-800-932-0528 est 65.
Travel Abroad and Work. Make up to
$2000-$4000Wmo. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan. Taiw an, or S.
Korea. No teaching background or Asian
languagesrequiredFor information call.
(206)632-1146 cxt J5570.

Blow The Whistle
On Drunk Drivers!

GIRL SCOUTS

Blow Tine Whistle
Oil Drunk Drivers!

A great American tradition-

1-800-233-4845
1-800-GRAB-DUI

! O H I O D E P A R T M E N T O f P U B L I C SAFETY

Celebrating 10 Years
as WSU's choice for
Comics, Sel-FI, and
R.P.G's.

B00KERY FANTASY & COMICS
The Dayton Area s Leading Buyer of
comics 1930s-19e0s

• 2200 SQ FT. MAIN SHOP FEATURING;

- ->30% CXSCOUWTS ON NEW RELEASES
- HUOC BACK ISSUE COM«S ROCM
- 10001O* Sf FANTASY BOOKS NEW A USED
- NEW NO^SPOWT CARD RELEASES EVERY WEEK
- »OLE PLAYING GAMES/T0YS*»06TlRSAUGAZ>»CS/Sl*»PUES

Staff Writers
Wanted

• 1400 SQ.FT. - 0 O O K E R Y S A G A ' W I N G :
- TVOJ6ANOS OF SA.VER-AGEAXXDE^AGE CCHACSl

- COU£CTO« PAPW6ACKV S*. PVAPS
TlREO o r PAY»«G NEW YORK P*«CES r

. TXAT AREKT EVE*

• STOCK O* OOtD A SILVER

BOOKS MOST AT DISCOUNTS M R BELOW GUOC AKVOR ACCEPTED
MARKET VALUE

The Guardian is looking
for News Staff Writers.
This paid position
requires at least 5-7
hours a week.
Applicants will be
expected to put in at
least 5-7 hours a week.
Stop by The Guardian
today and fill out an
application.
Join The Guardian
news team.
Call 873-5540 for
information on this
position.

Gukrdian

/ETOuR BUY RATES ARE COMPETITIVE* « MANY Of THE BIGGEST
4 THE INDUSTRY COliE CTONS OF SACA BOOKS
PURCHASED NEARLY EV*RY V*EX'

1-800-GRAB-DUI
OHIO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

- BETWEEN DAVTON & SPRtNGFlElD
- CONVENIENT TO 1-70 I-T5 & H " 5
- NEXT TO WRIGHT-PATTERSON Af 0
- 5 MINUTES FROM AJR FORCE MUSEUM
A WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

w e rent Japanlmatlon, Schlock, and cult vldeosl
ift ° '

PART-TIME OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS
TO READ METERS FOR DAYTON POWER & LIGHT
Earn $5.00/hour with the
opportunity to achieve $8.00/hour
BENEFITS INCLUDE:

IWxinj (of lai lo/Uftni lonxmt

* Tuition Reimbursement Program
* Quarterly Merit Increases
* incentive Bonus of $1.00/hour worked
* Flexible scheduling
* 20 hour bonus after 600 hours worked
* opportunities that exist near your home
* uniforms at no cost
* Comprehensive training
* Mileage Reimbursement
For more Information, please call 331-4570 or pick
up an application from your nearest DP&L Service
Center.
DAYTON POWER & LIGHT is an Equal Opportunity Employer

222:

5E5S55*

Lifeguard This Summer!
T h e City of Dayton Division of Recreation and
P a r k s is searching for a few good men and women
to work as lifeguards this s u m m e r f r o m May till
August.
Description
• Beginning/ending dates flexible
• Fort' hours per week (flcx-timc available)
• $5.05/hour
Requirements

• 16 years o f age

• Live in the Dayton city limits
• Senior lifesaving, CPK, and first-aid certified*
•Free training available immediately through the
Division of Recreation and Parks.
Call Kim Bird, 263-8400.

:a

i><-y

v.".-

JOIN THE NEWS I T A* 4
NOW I I I S AT
I T T ( I AI I I \ N

At the core of every newspaper
are the news writers.
The Guardian is looking for a few
good writers to join our team.

These are paid positions.
Applicants will be expected to put
in at least 5-7 hours a week.
Stop by The Guardian today and
fill out an application.
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WSU students maintain edge
recruiting has decreased because it
costs too much for companies.
The 1993 placement r<"ixirt is
A December article in Cani Re- based on a six-college
port, a career movement and man- graduates at the bachelor
agement facts newsletter, said less ate level.
Of the 1.543 graduates
than 1/2 of collcgc seniorsfindemtotal of 2,688) who responded
ployment after graduation
But, according to Career Ser- percent said they found full-time,
vices' Placement Report on the Class career-related jobs. Unlike the reof 1993, Wright State bypasses this port published in 1990, the 1993
with 55 percent of all 1992-93 gradu- report reflects data collected before
and within six months after graduaates securing jobs.
Susan Cox. director of Career tion. It also added data collection
Services, said the university's major tools like degree applications and
achievement is maintaining the job surveys to deans and faculty memplacement rate over the past three bers.
According to the report, the numyears. According to her, the rate
reflects the steady economic growth ber of graduates who secured fullin the Midwest. "It's not busting or time career-related employment are
as follows:
booming." Cox said.
• College of Education and HuOn-campus recruiting by corporations, Cox said, has not decreased man Services, 391
• College of Business and Adat WSU as much as it has at other
colleges and universities. She said ministration, 293
By DAWN E. LEGER
Staff Writer

What It Takes To

• College of Liberal Arts. 175
• College of Engineering and
Computer Science, 108
• School of Nursing, 86
• College of Science and Mathematics, 66.
In addition, 60 percent of WSU
graduates found jobs within the
metro Dayton area.
Despite the encouraging placement rate. Cox said she still hears
occasional complaints from seniors
and graduates that they are having
difficultyfindingjobs. This comes
from "certain areas," she said, which
typically have highjob-seeking rates.
Report figures show only four percent of the respondents still seek
career-related jobs.
Cox said she suggests job seekers look at the 1993 report (available
from Career Services) to see what
companies are hiring. "That way
they can find where the jobs are and
what markets are hot." she added.

Shut It Down!

In the wake of this month's
winter storm, many are
asking, what does it take to
j shut down Wright State?
Listed below is the process
used by the university.

Evaluation of Conditions & Weather
Conditions ot ice. freezing rain and wind, or 3 inches ot
snow must be present.School officials study the National
Weather Service 4 and 12 hour forecasts. They evaluate
these conditions and make a joint decision.
Second Opinions
Officials confer with Student Services and
Academic Affairs. If all agree, cancellations are
made.
Cancellations
No delay of start of classes. For cancelling
day classes, make recommendations by
6:15 am. for night classes by 3:45 pm.

Public Safety, Public Relations

Public Safety activates class cancellation
tape. Public Relations office notifies local
media.
Local Media
jiSa Public Relations notifies the media by
1 7 am for morning closure, and 4:30 pm
for evening. The media broadcast
Wright State's closing after notification

Besides weather, the other events that could force Wright State to
close are: 1.) Major utility failure, 2.) Green County or State
declared emergency. No reference to temperature is listed in
Wright State's official policy on dosing. 4JTSJTCW-S -

Both of these cost about $30 a month,
but our^mes with programs you can actually use.
»

Cable TV 65 channels of renins, game sbotrs ami soap operas

The Apple' Macintosh IC 520
not, comes uitb set en immlthly usefulprograms II bat a package

Now, when you choose a qualifying Macintosh* or PowerBook* a combined SRPof $5%). And. when \ou qualify for the new Apple
computer, voull not only get Apple's new. lower prices. You'll also Computer Loan, the entire package shown here costs about$30* a
get seven popular software programs included for the same low month. So. for high-quality programming, turn on a Macintosh
price. These programs will help you manage yourfinances,sched- orPowerBool^tdoesnw
ule your time and entertain your friends (the software alone has Introducing The Great Apple Campus Deal

For all of your computer needs visit Computing Services, 035 Library Annex or call 873-4827
To order directfromApple or to learn more about Apple products and financing,

CAII 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40.
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